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Flare

Energetic electrons

MOTIVATION AND DATA SELECTION

We compare the flare HXR spectra with in-situ near-
relativistic electron spectra which are assumed to represent 
the same accelerated electron population

Hard X-Ray (HXR) spectrum 
observed by RHESSI

Dresing et al. (2020)
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THE CHOICE OF THE CORRECT SPECTRAL PART OF THE IN-SITU SPECTRUM
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Hard X-Ray (HXR) spectrum 
observed by RHESSI

Flare

Dresing et al. (2020)

Is the footprint of the flare 
acceleration still observed at 1AU? 

Does the spectrum change from the 
Sun to 1AU?
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Hard X-Ray (HXR) spectrum 
observed by RHESSI

Flare

Is the footprint of the flare 
acceleration still observed at 1AU? 

Does the spectrum change from the 
Sun to 1AU?

Which part of the in-situ 
spectrum should be used for 

correlation?

Dresing et al. (2020)

However, near-relativistic 
electron spectra reveal often 
a double power law shape
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Figure 1. Simulated spectrum (fluence (electrons cm!2 keV!1)) of solar flare
energetic particles at the Earth (crosses). The blue (red) line shows the power-
law fit to the spectrum below (above) the break energy 35 keV. The green
line shows the initially injected fluence. Spectral index of injected electrons is
!high = 4. The spectral index below the break is !low = 2.35.

which generated them and so reduces the wave energy at a given
point in phase space. At lower phase velocities, these waves
can be more easily absorbed by the thermal plasma via Landau
damping. Therefore, particles arriving later to this point in phase
space are unable to restore the injected spectrum because they
cannot absorb the same amount of energy from the waves.
This results in a flatter energy spectrum of electrons below
some energy where beam–plasma interactions are important
(Figure 1).

3.2. Break Energies and Spectral Indices

We note that the spectrum below the break is not exactly a
power law although resembles one closely, therefore to compare
with observations, which have normally poor energy resolution
!E " 0.1E (e.g., Lin et al. 1995), we fitted our simulated
spectra with simple power-law fits. The spectral index below the
break energy !low is always smaller than the spectral index above
the break energy !high and correlates (Figure 2) with !high in a
remarkably similar manner as observed by Krucker et al. (2009).
The range of !low appear in a rather narrow range between 2 and
2.5 for a wide range of injected spectral indices between 3 and
5 (Figure 2). The actual value of !low is also dependent on the
background plasma density and will be different should the
heliospheric density model change.

The break energy range for all simulations is between
4 keV and 80 keV (Figure 2), with the exact break energy being
dependent on the initial spectral index of the beam, !high, and
the initial density of the beam. As the initial density of the beam
increases, the break of spectral index occurs at higher energies.
Indeed, the larger the number of injected electrons, the faster the
generation of plasma waves proceeds, and hence the stronger
the interaction between electrons and plasma waves. This also
explains the dependence of break energy to the injected spectral
index, with lower spectral indices having a larger population of
higher energy electrons and hence having higher break energies.
The fluence at the break energy correlates to the break energy
itself (Figure 2) with higher break energies corresponding to
lower fluence magnitudes.

3.3. Electron Time-of-Flight and Apparent Injection Time

The particles arriving at the Earth (1.2 AU) show near time-
of-flight dispersion (Figure 3), often observed by satellites in
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Figure 2. Top: spectral index above the break !high vs. break energy for various
electron densities and spectral indices. Middle: spectral index below the break
!low energy vs. spectral index above the break energy. Low: fluence at the break
energy vs. break energy. Note that the simulations have been done for different
particle densities and different spectral indices as given in the top panel.

impulsive solar electron events. Assuming scatter-free propaga-
tion, i.e., without any interaction with plasma, one can produce
the apparent injection profile at the Sun, as Krucker et al. (1999)
and Wang et al. (2006) did for observations. Under scatter-free
assumption, the time of flight for energetic electrons from the
Sun to the spacecraft is simply tA = L/v(E), where L = 1.2 AU
is the distance and v(E) is the speed of electrons for various en-
ergies. The time of arrival is then simply tA = tinj + L/v(E),
where tinj is the apparent injection time. These apparent injec-
tion profiles with background added have been calculated from
the simulated fluxes at 1.2 AU (see Figure 4). If the electrons
propagate scatter-free, they would require 10–20 minutes ear-
lier onset of injection tinj of low (3–12 keV) energy electron
injection and a delayed maximum of the injection to explain
observations. An identical simulation was ran with an electron

Kontar & Reid (2009)

There are at least two potential transport-related processes that can cause 
spectral transitions: 

1) The generation of Langmuir turbulence by a few keV electrons (which 
results into type III radio bursts). This causes a depression of the low 
energy part of the spectrum. 

MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL SPECTRUM

Which part of the in-situ 
spectrum should be used for 

correlation?

Dresing et al. (2020)
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Figure 1. Simulated spectrum (fluence (electrons cm!2 keV!1)) of solar flare
energetic particles at the Earth (crosses). The blue (red) line shows the power-
law fit to the spectrum below (above) the break energy 35 keV. The green
line shows the initially injected fluence. Spectral index of injected electrons is
!high = 4. The spectral index below the break is !low = 2.35.

which generated them and so reduces the wave energy at a given
point in phase space. At lower phase velocities, these waves
can be more easily absorbed by the thermal plasma via Landau
damping. Therefore, particles arriving later to this point in phase
space are unable to restore the injected spectrum because they
cannot absorb the same amount of energy from the waves.
This results in a flatter energy spectrum of electrons below
some energy where beam–plasma interactions are important
(Figure 1).

3.2. Break Energies and Spectral Indices

We note that the spectrum below the break is not exactly a
power law although resembles one closely, therefore to compare
with observations, which have normally poor energy resolution
!E " 0.1E (e.g., Lin et al. 1995), we fitted our simulated
spectra with simple power-law fits. The spectral index below the
break energy !low is always smaller than the spectral index above
the break energy !high and correlates (Figure 2) with !high in a
remarkably similar manner as observed by Krucker et al. (2009).
The range of !low appear in a rather narrow range between 2 and
2.5 for a wide range of injected spectral indices between 3 and
5 (Figure 2). The actual value of !low is also dependent on the
background plasma density and will be different should the
heliospheric density model change.

The break energy range for all simulations is between
4 keV and 80 keV (Figure 2), with the exact break energy being
dependent on the initial spectral index of the beam, !high, and
the initial density of the beam. As the initial density of the beam
increases, the break of spectral index occurs at higher energies.
Indeed, the larger the number of injected electrons, the faster the
generation of plasma waves proceeds, and hence the stronger
the interaction between electrons and plasma waves. This also
explains the dependence of break energy to the injected spectral
index, with lower spectral indices having a larger population of
higher energy electrons and hence having higher break energies.
The fluence at the break energy correlates to the break energy
itself (Figure 2) with higher break energies corresponding to
lower fluence magnitudes.

3.3. Electron Time-of-Flight and Apparent Injection Time

The particles arriving at the Earth (1.2 AU) show near time-
of-flight dispersion (Figure 3), often observed by satellites in
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Figure 2. Top: spectral index above the break !high vs. break energy for various
electron densities and spectral indices. Middle: spectral index below the break
!low energy vs. spectral index above the break energy. Low: fluence at the break
energy vs. break energy. Note that the simulations have been done for different
particle densities and different spectral indices as given in the top panel.

impulsive solar electron events. Assuming scatter-free propaga-
tion, i.e., without any interaction with plasma, one can produce
the apparent injection profile at the Sun, as Krucker et al. (1999)
and Wang et al. (2006) did for observations. Under scatter-free
assumption, the time of flight for energetic electrons from the
Sun to the spacecraft is simply tA = L/v(E), where L = 1.2 AU
is the distance and v(E) is the speed of electrons for various en-
ergies. The time of arrival is then simply tA = tinj + L/v(E),
where tinj is the apparent injection time. These apparent injec-
tion profiles with background added have been calculated from
the simulated fluxes at 1.2 AU (see Figure 4). If the electrons
propagate scatter-free, they would require 10–20 minutes ear-
lier onset of injection tinj of low (3–12 keV) energy electron
injection and a delayed maximum of the injection to explain
observations. An identical simulation was ran with an electron

Kontar & Reid (2009)

There are at least two potential transport-related processes that can cause 
spectral transitions: 

1) The generation of Langmuir turbulence by a few keV electrons (which 
results into type III radio bursts). This causes a depression of the low 
energy part of the spectrum. 

Eb≈60 keV

Which part of the in-situ 
spectrum should be used for 

correlation?

Dresing et al. (2020)

Eb≈120 keV

MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL SPECTRUM
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Strauss et al. 
(2020)

There are at least two potential transport-related processes that can cause 
spectral transitions: 

1) The generation of Langmuir turbulence by a few keV electrons (which 
results into type III radio bursts). This causes a depression of the low 
energy part of the spectrum. 

2) Pitch-angle scattering which is stronger at higher energies (≳100 keV). 
This causes a ‘loss’ of high energy electrons in the peak spectrum.

Which part of the in-situ 
spectrum should be used for 

correlation?

Dresing et al. (2020)

Eb≈120 keV

Eb≳100 keV

MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL SPECTRUM
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It is therefore possible that two different kinds of spectral breaks exist.  
These were not yet clearly resolved in a single spacecraft measurement 
and could also overlap. 

There are at least two potential transport-related processes that can cause 
spectral transitions: 

1) The generation of Langmuir turbulence by a few keV electrons (which 
results into type III radio bursts). This causes a depression of the low 
energy part of the spectrum. 

2) Pitch-angle scattering which is stronger at higher energies (≳100 keV). 
This causes a ‘loss’ of high energy electrons in the peak spectrum.

Dresing et al. (2021)

MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL SPECTRUM

?
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It is therefore possible that two different kinds of spectral breaks exist.  
These were not yet clearly resolved in a single spacecraft measurement 
and could also overlap. 

There are at least two potential transport-related processes that can cause 
spectral transitions: 

1) The generation of Langmuir turbulence by a few keV electrons (which 
results into type III radio bursts). This causes a depression of the low 
energy part of the spectrum. 

2) Pitch-angle scattering which is stronger at higher energies (≳100 keV). 
This causes a ‘loss’ of high energy electrons in the peak spectrum.

Dresing et al. (2021)

Strauss et al. (2020) therefore suggest 
to use the spectral range between 
~50-100 keV as it might be least 

modified by transport effects

MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL SPECTRUM
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STEREO ELECTRON EVENTS WITH ASSOCIATED RHESSI HXR FLARE OBSERVATIONS 
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Using RHESSI HXR flare observations and STEREO/SEPT near-
relativistic electron observations between 2007 and 2018 we find 17 
common events which allow for a spectral comparison Strauss et al. (2020) therefore suggest 

to use the spectral range between 
~50-100 keV as it might be least 

modified by transport effects

Unfortunately, many spectral breaks of 
are lying in the suggested range making 
a choice between the two spectral 
indices difficult. 

Dresing et al. (2021)
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𝜹low 

𝜹high

• Correlated HXR spectral index 𝜸 separately with the in-situ 
spectral index 𝜹low and 𝜹high 

• Good correlation of ~0.8 for both sets of value pairs

• Alignment along the thin-target solution (shift toward harder 
in situ electron spectra) when using 𝜹low 

• Shift toward the thick-target solution when using 𝜹high.

CORRELATING HXR AND IN-SITU ELECTRON SPECTRAL INDICES
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THE ROLE OF THE ANISOTROPY
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When only using those events with medium to 
high anisotropies we find that the correlations 
improve

➡ Transport effects can diminish the imprint of 
the flare 

STEREO/SEPT sectored intensities 
showing large anisotropy:
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RHESSI spacecraft

Flare
Energetic electrons

Hard X-Rays

We analyze 17 common 
events for spectral 

correlations

Which part of the in-
situ spectrum should be 

used for correlation?STEREO 
spacecraft

‣ The choice of the in-situ spectral index for comparison with 
the HXR spectrum is not straightforward and can strongly 
influence the results (thin-target vs. thick-target solution) 

‣ Transport effects can diminish the imprint of injected 
spectrum

This study is accepted 
for publication in A&A: 
Dresing et al. (2021)

‣ We find clear correlations of c≈0.8 between HXR and in-situ electron spectra 
(despite the frequent presence of CMEs and the observed electron onsets delays)SUMMARY

N. Dresing,  
A. Warmuth, F. Effenberger, K.-L. Klein,  
S. Musset, L. Glesener, M. Bruedern
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